Turquoise Trail Charter School

Waves
JEFF DAVIS (TTCS) with ANDREA FELIX (SFPS) and
support from Ross McDonald (NHMFL, LANL)
Research Experience for Teachers (RET)
participants Jeff Davis and Andrea Felix studied
the properties of microwaves and water waves at
the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory
(NHMFL) at Los Alamos National Lab (LANL)
•We used a microwave resonator to study the
effect different materials have on the relationship
between wavelength (λ) and frequency ( f ) of light.
•This led to questions about what standing waves
are, how we can visualize them, and if we can
accurately predict the frequencies that produce
standing waves in water.
•This led us to investigate the relationship between
wavelength (λ) and frequency ( f ) of traveling
water waves.

Standing Waves
→ Using a shallow, circular dish and speaker
connected to a frequency generator to
produce ripples (as if on a pond) we
recorded which frequencies produced
standing waves and counted the number of
wavelengths across the radius of the dish.

Traveling Waves
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3m long flat bottomed gutter 10 cm wide, 5 cm deep water
one dimensional traveling waves
Tunable AC Voltage source and subwoofer to control the wave frequency
Reflection of wave troughs to measure wavelength

Microwaves
→ Using the microwave resonator, we observed how light
waves travel slower through different materials than in air.
→ The microwave resonator is a hollow cylinder that contains
optical standing waves at particular frequencies
→ The resonant frequencies occur when an exact number of
half wavelengths fit inside.
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At higher frequencies more waves fit in the radius of the dish

Dielectric materials shift
the resonant frequency
of the resonator

Higher frequencies generate shorter wavelength waves
The slope of the resonant
frequencies of the empty
resonator plotted vs those
when a dielectric is inside
indicates how much slower
light travels in the dielectric
than in air.
In quartz, microwave
frequency light travels nearly
half the speed it does in air
(v = c/1.93)
In teflon it only travels 1.42
times slower

Higher frequency wave have a shorter wavelength and travel slower.
The wave speed is given by the slope of the frequency vs wavenumber (1/λ) plot
which decreases with increasing frequency
This dispersion can be predicted by the theory of deep water waves (depth > λ/2)
Where g = 10ms-2 is the acceleration of gravity.

Summary
1.Light waves travel slower in plastics than air
but all frequencies travel at the same speed.
2.Deep water waves disperse, with higher
frequency waves traveling slower.
3.The RET program of the NHMFL provided the
unique and valuable experience of working
alongside scientists in a professional scientific
setting, and participating in a “real life”
environment of exploration, discovery, and
development.

